why gao did this study

dod requires all servicemembers to complete training that provides common knowledge and skills. common military training across the military services includes topics such as suicide prevention, cybersecurity, and sexual assault prevention and response. dod has identified a need to reduce training requirements because of concerns from the services about the amount of time it takes to complete training, and in 2012 asked the rand corporation to examine the services’ mandatory training—which includes common military training—requirements and options for standardization. rand recommended, among other things, that dod consider adopting standardized, computer-based training and issue a single dod directive that lists all requirements.

house report 114-537 accompanying a bill for the national defense authorization act for fiscal year 2017 included a provision for gao to examine the military services’ actions to assess mandatory military training requirements. this report describes (1) efforts that dod and the services have made to review and validate common military training requirements; (2) steps that dod and the services have taken to evaluate the effectiveness of these requirements; and (3) flexibilities the services offer regarding course delivery methods, steps they are taking to consolidate and reduce training time, and their perspectives on various aspects of training. gao reviewed dod and military service training guidance and interviewed officials at dod headquarters and military service offices.

what gao found

the department of defense (dod) and the military services have made recent efforts to review and validate common military training requirements. dod established the common military training working group in february 2015 to, among other things, review and validate common military training requirements. in december 2016 the acting under secretary of defense for personnel and readiness signed the common military training working group charter, which states that the working group will review common military training requirements for validity. according to an office of the deputy for force training official, the working group held its first meeting in january 2017 and a second meeting in february 2017. according to that official, the office of the deputy for force training is in the process of developing future working group meeting agendas to discuss topics such as validating training requirements. in addition, some of the military services have taken steps to review and validate common military training. for example, according to officials, the navy and marine corps annually review and validate mandatory training requirements, while the army reviews and validates mandatory training requirements biennially or as directed.

according to air force officials, the air force reviewed and validated existing mandatory training requirements during its october 2016 training review. dod has directed the common military training working group to evaluate the effectiveness of common military training requirements. dod instruction 1322.31 calls for the working group to periodically review common military training and evaluate it for effectiveness, among other things, and the working group’s charter states that it will review common military training requirements for effectiveness. in addition, some dod proponents responsible for managing a specific common military training core curriculum, as well as the military service boards, have made independent efforts to assess the effectiveness of their respective mandatory military training courses, including common military training. for example, in 2015 the army mandatory training task force evaluated the accessibility and effectiveness of current training materials.

the military services offer varying degrees of flexibility for providing course delivery methods that allow individuals to complete mandatory training requirements, including common military training. for example, training guidance provided by the marine corps, navy, and air force indicates that the services may rely on a variety of delivery methods for training, including distance learning systems, formal courses, and one-on-one instruction. according to estimates provided by service officials, it would take an individual less than 20 hours to complete all common military training requirements. nevertheless, the military services are taking steps to reduce training time for some mandatory training requirements by updating their guidance, combining similar training topics, and eliminating redundancies. for example, the air force has reviewed all of its training topics to determine which ones to streamline or consolidate. gao interviewed servicemembers from across the services who informally presented a range of perspectives regarding various aspects of training.